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Abstract 

India is a democratic country, where elections performs very crucial role for deciding the authorities. But, 

these days human beings has lost their hopes in election due to such a lot of frauds taking place voting system. 

There is want for more secured technology to avoid the fraud voting. Blockchain plays an critical function 

inside the e-vote casting device which ensures the security of votes by way of stopping amendment of 

information saved in blocks. 

Nowadays internet has large advantages, evoting gadget has been used by many countries because it reduces 

the resources and the time which used to consumed by using traditional vote casting. When the voter desires 

to get admission to the e-vote casting system via the web application, there are requirements consisting of a 

web browser and a server. This machine makes the election manner quite simple and robust at the same time 

as on the equal time saving a number of assets. 

In this paper, we used the blockchain  in digital evoting device to provide safety  and to fulfill the requirements 

as per the user. 
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1. Introduction 

Trust and mediators are major issues which we are looking in present time like we are obliged to trust banks 

for getting our cash for our exchanges. We relies on these outsiders to guarantee our security as far as our 

information. So regardless in this day and age we need to believe these associations which go about as 

mediators. These major issues can be recognized through an technology called blockchain. 

At first, elections in India were conducted using paper ballots. In the paper ballot voting scheme, voters 

marked their choice of candidates in a piece of paper known as the ballot paper and placed them in the ballot 

box. Mostly, these ballots were manually counted and this led to a considerable delay in the election process. 

The current voting system used in most democracies are prone to malpractices. There is no security for 

protection against fraudulent votes and also there is no check against voters who put more than a single vote. 
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There are cases of identity theft where a person enters a vote by using another person’s name and ID. All 

these acts of fraud are the reason for the false hope of citizens on the voting system. If there has to be a good 

democratic government, the elections held must be highly secured and fool-proofed so that the people of the 

nation will have a greater trust on the system and will come forward to exercise their voting rights. 

This paper ambitions to create an less complicated and greater secure way of balloting in order that we can 

gain a probable a hundred% output and at the identical time making sure the integrity of the machine. This  

manner of balloting may be created via the usage of the Blockchain technology. Blockchain offers an 

incorruptible ledger gadget this is very comfortable and can not be attacked. The cryptographic security of 

the blockchain device is a highly computationally-comfortable one. A block chain is connection of blocks 

with property or transactions related together. The blocks are linked collectively with the aid of cryptographic 

hashes. Blockchain is a decentralized, allotted and a public ledger device that can be used to shop transactions 

across big wide variety of systems in order that those blocks which can be saved can not be altered without 

changing different blocks in the chain. 

Blockchain guarantees that every asset is transferred best as soon as. So duplication of property is impossible 

with blockchain. Also if a record or block is attacked, then it cryptographic hash value might be modified, 

thereby breaking the link to the following block. As the programs bring together utilising blockchain are 

decentralized furthermore possessed with the aid of numerous gatherings and nobody can exchange or update 

records in the blockchain. Assuming that somebody tries to do as such it might not be acknowledged by using 

partners. Subsequently, making blockchain totally trustable. Their is not any single proprietor of blockchain, 

implies no single authority is controlling it and every person can take part within the corporation.I.E once we 

write the facts on Blockchain that records cannot be changed. 

 

1.1 Evoting 

Electronic Voting is the usual manner of undertaking elections the use of Electronic Voting Machines, now 

and again called "EVMs" in India. This approach is used to conquer paper ballots and manual counting. 

Electronic voting framework is an intrigued research subject. In a democracy, elections play a key function 

in figuring out the authorities. If elections get rigged, then the complete country can be below threat. The 

people will lose faith in the democratic system. Even in stable democracies, terrible balloting systems will 

bring about lot of people no longer balloting Electors can deliver their vote from distant place with the help 

of a few  devices like superior cellular telephones,tabs and so forth to discover the excellent suitable up-and-

comer in an affiliation, state, or university. The improvement from paper primarily based vote casting 

framework to electronic framework brings new upgrade which include steady counting, authorized user ,much 

less mistake and decentralized. 
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Table 1. Types of Blockchain 

 

2. Literature survey 

[1].Online voting provides an alternative way for traditional voting with popularly used by other countries i.e 

evoting.In this paper evoting based on Blockchain technology has been implemted to overcome the issues 

with the existing traditional voting ,where Blockchain provides more security and data cannot be changed. 

 

[2].In India voting plays major role in selecting our leaders. By using the traditional way of voting it may 

cause more frauds like repeated voting, counting mistakes, false votes etc.In this paper, to overcome the above 

issues ,author has proposed a Blockchain based voting using multichain platform. By using above technology 

it provides more secure in the same time user can vote using pc/mobile in the remote place. This system saves 

a lot of resource and time of voters. 

 

[3]. Nowadays technology with digitization is increasing in the world and also helping in the saving of human 

lives in the different methods. In terms of proving security and its advantages without using the internet. In 

general, the system still uses the traditional method in which there are many manual error-scan occurred that 

might be the database and system also. Here “Blockchain” technology is one solution can be given to the 

project. Blockchain itself can be used as a decentralized system to ensure security. 
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3.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

 

Fig 1. PROCESS OF ELECTION 

 

In the above fig 1, talks about how the election process takes place. First the announcement of election will 

be made , then the candidates who are all interest will file for the nomination. Many people will place for 

nomination, all nomination papers should be scrutinized one by one and decision accepting or rejecting should 

be recorded on each nomination paper separately, if any objection is made against any nomination, it must be 

recorded by giving proper reason for rejecting. If any candidate wish to withdraw can take back his 

nomination. Next the selected candidate should start to present their ideas and how could they provide the 

solutions for the peoples problem. 

At next stage, people can vote in the booths by selecting their candidates. Then the couting of votes will take 

places and finally results will be announced. 

 

Fig 2.FRONT END APPLICATION 
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The internet utility structure is consists of three tires inclusive of browser, server and application. The request 

sent to the webserver from the user by means of the usage of a web browser and the crucial server reaction by 

fetching the data from the centralized database to the net Broswer. So whilst the userneeds any information 

he need to request from the centralized databases shown in Fig 2. that the downside of using a conventional 

web utility and that approach isn't appropriate for the voting utility 

 

Fig 3. ADMIN LOGIN 

The Election Commission is the Administrator of the complete device. The Admin can view the reputation of 

the chain at any point of time. The Admin is also answerable for registering the citizens too. Each citizen who 

are eligible to vote are uniquely diagnosed by using his/her Aadhaar number. This Aadhaar extensive range 

is the unique key for every citizen. This makes wonderful that each citizen is registered only once thereby 

warding off the opportunity of a couple of votes in line with citizen. Each citizen has the ability to interchange 

handiest 1 unit of asset to an eligible candidate in his/her constituency. Once transferred, the citizen will now 

not be able to switch any extra number of property to any quantity of applicants. The citizen can also be 

authenticated using a completely unique OTP device that is devoted to making sure that no one-of-a-kind 

person can impersonate him/her and use the identity to vicinity a vote. Also, every candidate may be able to 

vote most effective for the constituency he/she is registered in. This is finished by way of manner of the 

Election Commission and ensures that whilst a candidate logs in, he/she is probably redirected to the portal 

for best the registered constituency. Then list of available candidates and they'll be capable of select simplest 

one of the applicants. After the selection is achieved, 1 unit of asset can be transferred to that unique 

candidate’s wallet. The citizen will now not be capable of login all over again due to the reality his vote is 

already stable and consequently the gadget will phrase that candidate’s as invalid. 

Once the election is over, the wallet fee of every candidate in every constituency may be regarded with the 

useful resource of the Admin and the candidate with the maximum wide form of assets in his wallet may be 

declared the winner in that constituency. 
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Fig 4. Phases of voting by user 

Fig 5 indicates the practical decomposition diagram for the proposed Blockchain balloting answer based on 

user requirements. The proposed diagrams helped to make clear the inner tactics of the proposed Blockchain 

system. 

    Advantages of using proposed system 

 Reduction of cost 

 Percentage of voting increases 

 Helps to reduce frauds 

 Data cannot be changed 

 

4. Conclusion 

Voting is one of the process which allows the citizens to identify themselves in the society and also it is one 

of the rights to choose good leader to our society. By using traditional voting, there was no secure voting 

system and also fraud in counting may happens. In this paper Blockchain technology has been discussed to 

overcome the traditional voting system. Blockchain plays an important role in the e-voting system which 

ensures the security of votes by preventing modification of data stored in blocks. Thus, it might support the 

council to provide a user-friendly solution that maintains security on having an immutable ledger that prevents 

unauthorized activity and compromised votes. 
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